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Early Childhood Education
A collection of tales featuring Mandie, an orphan, and her friends as they solve
mysteries together in turn-of-the-century North Carolina.

Medical Review
Teen Pregnancy
For fans of HBO’s Girls, Abigail Ulman’s heartbreakingly tender and often darkly
funny fiction is a fresh take on the experiences of contemporary young women. “A
familiar yet highly inventive collection of short fiction which hits virtually all my
buttons: dark humor, complex female characters, and a strong summer camp
storyline.”—Lena Dunham, Lenny Claire is magnetic. On the cusp of adulthood and
letting go of her adolescence one miserable responsibility at a time, she’s moved
from London to San Francisco to work toward her PhD and minor in cheap whiskey,
pour-over coffee, and guys who can’t be bothered to shower. When she finds out
she’s pregnant by a heartsick ex-boyfriend, the solution seems clear, if only to her.
Kira is a talented thirteen-year-old Russian gymnast who leaves her traditional
family to travel to America. Elise and Jenni, two Australian high school students,
seek asylum from the hooking up and heavy drinking they’ve been doing for years
by reenrolling in their childhood sleepaway camp. Over the course of nine loosely
connected stories, Hot Little Hands introduces us to young women, at once clever
and naïve, who struggle to navigate the chronic uncertainty and very real dangers
that come with being impatient for the future and reluctant to leave childhood
behind. Abigail Ulman’s voice feels of the moment—sharp and powerful—as she
deftly explores ageless themes of sex and maturity among girls who are both
confident and frighteningly exposed. Praise for Hot Little Hands “In this sardonic,
smart, and thoroughly modern debut collection, Ulman presents nine stories about
young women on the verge of adulthood, motherhood, and more who make
momentous decisions while delirious with desire.”—O: The Oprah Magazine
“[Ulman] excels at dialogue and narrative. The more you get to know her
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characters, the funnier it is to witness their verbal code-switching as they navigate
between nosy parents, fumbling love interests, and trusted friends. That none of
these stories is constrained by any need for tidy endings makes them all the more
believable.”—The Atlantic “Deftly written with a fresh and realistic style . . . Each
female protagonist is wonderfully complicated and charming in her own
way.”—Bookreporter “The captivating women in this collection leave a lasting
impression.”—Publishers Weekly “Genuinely insightful . . . Hot Little Hands is the
rare collection that portrays how life pivots around mundane moments as readily
as earth-shaking events.”—Shelf Awareness “It is rare for a collection to so adeptly
capture the way life can be at once facile and intense. Ulman’s details are lifelike
and droll, her style lucid and engaging, and the overall effect stirring.”—Kirkus
Reviews “A noteworthy debut. . . . Ulman writes without judgment, and this is what
gives her characters life. They are multifaceted, flawed beings—sometimes victims
of others, but often victims of their own actions—in whom readers will recognize
flashes of themselves.”—Booklist “The stories are beautifully paced, the dialogue
perfect. There is a lovely comedy underpinning the cool tone. Often this becomes
hilarious, but it is also controlled and well-judged. Abigail Ulman knows how to
write a story, manage a buildup, hold your attention, suggest that somehow
nothing much is happening while, in fact, everything is going on.”—Colm Tóibín,
author of Brooklyn

Girl Stuff
Arlie's face was disfigured by burns when a meth lab exploded. After that, Arlie
discovered the street smarts and survival skills she needed to shelter her addict
mother, since the law and Lloyd, her deranged, meth-addict stepfather, are both
looking for them. But Arlie's carefully constructed world is ripped apart just after
Arlie's sixteenth birthday when her mother commits suicide. Arlie can no longer
hide when Social Services steps in and forces her to live with an uncle she didn't
know she had and go to school, something she's never done. Just when Arlie
begins to think a normal life might be possible, Lloyd shows up looking for money
and flips her new life on its head. Will Arlie be able to shield her uncle and new
boyfriend from Lloyd? And can Arlie get rid of Lloyd once and for all before her
world explodes again?

The Teen Girl's Beauty Guide to Total Color Success
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series
An Index of Rorschach Responses
For Jane Jones, being a vampire is nothing like you read about in books. In fact, it
kind of sucks. She's not beautiful, she's not rich, and she doesn't "sparkle." She's
just an average, slightly nerdy girl from an ordinary suburban family (who happens
to be vampires.) Jane's from the wrong side of the tracks (not to mention stuck in
the world's longest awkward phase), so she doesn't fit in with the cool vampire kids
at school or with the humans kids. To top it all off, she's battling an overprotective
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mom, a clique of high school mean girls (the kind who really do have fangs), and
the most embarrassing allergy in the history of the undead, she's blood intolerant.
So no one's more surprised than Jane when for the first time in her life, things start
to heat up (as much as they can for a walking corpse, anyway) with not one, but
two boys. Eli's a geeky, but cute real-live boy in her history class, and Timothy is a
beautiful, brooding bloodsucker, who might just hold the key to a possible "cure"
for vampirism. Facing an eternity of high school pressure, fumbling first dates, or a
mere lifetime together with Timothy, what's a 90-something year-old teen vampire
to do? Fans of the Vladmir Tod Chronicles, You are So Undead to Me, and Jessica's
Guide to Dating on the Dark Side will feast on this deliciously readable, smart, and
fantastically funny debut. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Medical Progress
Teenage Confidential
This compendium chronicles key events and issues in early childhood education
from the perspective of a professor of early childhood education and holder of
various offices in that area who has annually reviewed the field since 1971. The
commentary, which provides thousands of facts, takes up in turn each of the 20
years between 1971 and 1990, and considers topics ranging from the ABC (Act for
Better Child Care) bill and accreditation, to numerous aspects of day care; federal
and state roles in early childhood education; health; Head Start; kindergarten; the
National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC); the parent role
in early childhood education; 11 position papers and reports; public schools;
staffing; taxes; teacher education; television; and transitional classrooms. A note
to the reader indicates that addresses for many organizations and institutions
given in the text may have changed. Numerous footnotes are included, as are a
general index and an index of names. (RH)

Books and the Teen-age Reader
Anna Wesley can't bear anyone to be alone on Christmas Eve, not even her new
marketing assistant Cole Mansfield— the man who's after her job. Still, she invites
him to dinner with her family. Big mistake. Anna's never brought a man home
before, so Cole is treated like a future son-in-law. Worse, Cole acts the part,
touching her every chance he gets…and she's enjoying it far too much! So much
so that she's sure she's getting Cole for Christmas! Romancing the boss is out of
the question for Cole—not with the secret he's hiding. But around Anna's family,
her touch-me-not attitude turns warm…hot, then blazes out of control. This Anna
isn't his boss, she's all woman—and it's no secret she's all Cole wants. With the
family's invitation to join them on their ski holiday, he knows the time is right to
make Anna his—forget socks, sweaters and a toothbrush…the only thing Cole's
packing is mistletoe!

Girl
Discusses teenage pregnancy, why girls become pregnant, the problems and
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choices they face, and the use of birth control.

The Current Magazine
Strictly Confidential (for Young Girls)
Investigates the increasingly complex relationships, struggles, obsessions, and
idols of American tween and teen girls. From pre-school to high school and beyond,
this work tackles many hot-button issues, including the barrage of advertising
geared toward very young girls emphasizing sexuality and extreme thinness.

Pornland
Professor Gail Dines has written about and researched the porn industry for over
two decades. She attends industry conferences, interviews producers and
performers, and speaks to hundreds of men and women each year about their
experience with porn. Students and educators describe her work as “life
changing.” In Pornland—the culmination of her life’s work—Dines takes an
unflinching look at porn and its affect on our lives. Astonishingly, the average age
of first viewing porn is now 11.5 years for boys, and with the advent of the
Internet, it’s no surprise that young people are consuming more porn than ever.
But, as Dines shows, today’s porn is strikingly different from yesterday’s Playboy.
As porn culture has become absorbed into pop culture, a new wave of
entrepreneurs are creating porn that is even more hard-core, violent, sexist, and
racist. To differentiate their products in a glutted market, producers have created
profitable niche products—like teen sex, torture porn, and gonzo—in order to
entice a generation of desensitized users. Going from the backstreets to Wall
Street, Dines traces the extensive money trail behind this multibillion-dollar
industry—one that reaps more profits than the film and music industries combined.
Like Big Tobacco—with its powerful lobbying groups and sophisticated business
practices—porn companies don’t simply sell products. Rather they influence
legislators, partner with mainstream media, and develop new technologies like
streaming video for cell phones. Proving that this assembly line of content is
actually limiting our sexual freedom, Dines argues that porn’s omnipresence has
become a public health concern we can no longer ignore.

Woman's Home Companion
Hot Little Hands
Understand the importance of finding our true identity in Christ with this 8-session
study created specifically for teen guys and young men.

Teen Days
Cole for Christmas
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The Mandie Collection
An author subject index to selected general interest periodicals of reference value
in libraries.

Barron's Teen-age Sex Counselor
Just as other beckoners of the dead had previously conjured up, it is now Milford's
turn to raise the dead, only this time with the elixir of South Carolina Moonshine.
The evil mortician invokes the demons of the bottle to resurrect his card partner
inside the embalming chamber. The word rise reverberates throughout the room
as voodoo drums resonate a frenzy staccato of jumbled pulses. Milford pours fluid
into the zombie's open mouth. A bit of the nectar overflows down the side of the
cadaver's jaw and splashes to the floor. All at once, the corpse's extremities
spasmodically jerk. The body thrashes wildly, seemingly fighting off the choking
sensation of the potion. A blood-curdling cough blasts into the commotion of the
room. Unassisted, the corpse's torso slowly eases upward, as if an invisible lever
cranks the spine. The drums reach a crescendo. The once dead man flings one arm
outward while making a horrendous sound as the drums pound out a deafening
boom. Milford shouts to his live assistant, Hold him, damn it. Do you want him to
kill us all? The action never stops in South Carolina: Island in the Sea of States, Vol.
II.

Burn Girl
GIRL: Love, Sex, Romance, and Being You is an inclusive growing-up guide for teen
girls with information on gender and identity, dating and romance, relationships,
and sex. It gives teen girls practical information that is uncensored, factual, and
unbiased, and aims to help readers develop into responsible and informed adults
and prepare them for healthy romantic relationships. This book also includes selfreflection questions, media resources lists, illustrations, and diary entries as
additional supplemental materials. This book is unique in that it is accessible and
nonjudgmental to all who self-identify as a girl.

The Reality of Research with Children and Young People
The Clinical Reporter
Medical and Surgical Reporter
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER FROM THE AUTHOR OF BIG LITTLE LIES.
One of the Best Books of the Year—Entertainment Weekly One of the Top Ten
Books of the Year—People magazine At the heart of The Husband’s Secret is a
letter that’s not meant to be read. My darling Cecilia, if you’re reading this, then
I’ve died Imagine that your husband wrote you a letter, to be opened after his
death. Imagine, too, that the letter contains his deepest, darkest
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secret—something with the potential to destroy not just the life you built together,
but the lives of others as well. Imagine, then, that you stumble across that letter
while your husband is still very much alive Cecilia Fitzpatrick has achieved it
all—she’s an incredibly successful businesswoman, a pillar of her small community,
and a devoted wife and mother. Her life is as orderly and spotless as her home. But
that letter is about to change everything, and not just for her: Rachel and Tess
barely know Cecilia—or each other—but they too are about to feel the earthshattering repercussions of her husband’s secret. Acclaimed author Liane Moriarty
has written a gripping, thought-provoking novel about how well it is really possible
to know our spouses—and, ultimately, ourselves.

Sexualisation of Young People
With over 600 pages and heaps of cartoons, Girl Stuff has everything girls need to
know about- friends, body changes, shopping, clothes, make-up, pimples (arrghh),
sizes, hair, earning money, guys, embarrassment, what to eat, moods, smoking,
why diets suck, handling love and heartbreak, exercise, school stress, sex, beating
bullies and mean girls, drugs, drinking, how to find new friends, cheering up, how
to get on with your family, and confidence. Each chapter includes facts, hints,
inspiring lists, hundreds of quotes from real girls, and details for over 350 websites,
books and other information. Written in extensive consultation with more than 70
medical, and practical experts, Girl Stuff provides the most up-to-date and useful
information possible. Visit www.girlstuffbook.com.au 'Girl Stuffis the bible when it
comes to being a young teen girl ' bellaboo.com.au 'Girl Stuff is the ultimate teen
guide.'Courier Mail 'Kaz Cooke has come to the rescue (Girl Stuff) goes way beyond
the usual girly stuff of pimples, periods and pashing. It covers everything from
physical changes and body image to teenage brains, moods, alcohol, drugs,
confidence, friendship, relationships, mental health, money, school, work, feminism
and marketing scams.' Herald Sun 'The ultimate reference book for any girl.'
Girlfriend 'It has practical advice on diet, health, sex, and other embarrassing
problems.' Good Health & Medicine 'If you're worried about your teenage daughter,
buying this book may be one of the best things you can do to help guide her
through. I wish I had this sort of information at my disposal during those testing
years.' Manly Daily 'Kaz doesn't preach, she talks to you like your best friend.' New
Idea 'Girl Stuff is the kind of book most girls will enjoy, read voraciously and refer
to over and over again Cooke genuinely respects her readers and it shows' Sydney
Morning Herald 'The book is filled with quotes from teenagers, giving it a chatty
and informal style, but also a real insight into the mysterious minds of teens.'
Sunday Examiner 'Whether you're a teenage girl or the parent of one, you'll love
(Girl Stuff), a guide to navigating those tricky pre-adulthood years and its written in
Cooke's inimitable, humorous style.' Sunday Herald Sun 'a survival guide covering
sex, love, pubic hair, cyber-safety, money, hair ironing, shopping, self-defence,
homework, brain-care, how to change the world and a zillion other things that
weigh heavily on girls' minds ' The Australian

The Husband's Secret
The Teen-age Years; a Medical Guide for Young People and
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Their Parents
Did you know that God’s light can shine through every facet of your identity?
Radiant is an invitation for teen girls and young women to enjoy a candid
conversation on identity with bestselling author Priscilla Shirer. You’ll hear
reflections on life lessons she’s gathered from her teen years until now. She’ll show
you how the light of God’s Word shaped her identity, and she’ll teach you how it
can change and shape your life as well. The culture will try to define you, but this
world is starving for something different that comes only from the creative genius
of your God. You were created to reflect His light. . . . You were created to be
radiant.

An Index of Responses to the Group Rorschach Test
Book Review Digest
MedAir Series Books 1-3
Looks that Deceive Two prominent medical malpractice attorneys are dead. Can
you imagine the stuff flowing downhill into Detective Lynch Cully’s lap? From his
lieutenant’s office. From his chief’s office. The mayor’s office. The governor. He’s
already facing the toughest case of his career: a serial assailant who leaves his
victims unable to testify. Are these cases related? Has the perpetrator upped his
game? Amy Gibbs, RN is a newly recruited med-evac flight nurse who left the ER,
its stress, and memories of a certain detective behind. On one fateful call, she
hears the deathbed confession of a man whom police are seeking as a person of
interest in the attacks. Within hours, the lives of Amy Gibbs and Lynch Cully
intertwine in a story that unravels a web of identity theft, electronic
eavesdropping, and stalking amid a confusion of identities. Can Lynch move one
step ahead of this killer? Or is the distraction—of a girlfriend he regrets
leaving—too much? Rescued and Remembered It's been three hard months Fished
from the river, nearly dead, Jusef has no memory. He needs assistance to feed
himself. His benefactor lives in fear in the remote river cabin. She has a price on
her head. For Amy Gibbs, RN, it's been three months of torture-- from PTSD.
Thanks to the monster who twice attacked and nearly killed her . . . and killed her
boyfriend. His body was never recovered. But now, an Army veteran recently
returned from Afghanistan has enticed her with his charm and confidence. Is he
who he says he is? In a series of twists and turns, the four become embroiled in the
battle against human trafficking. Their target is powerful, well-armed, widespread .
. . and rich enough to bribe politicians, policemen, and judges. They have vowed to
fight. They will need all their courage and determination . . . guardian angels, and a
miracle. The Silenced Shooter Tired of federal gridlock? Can you trust the federal
government anymore? Do the "elites" in Washington have an agenda? One with
our best interests at heart? Is it time to "Take Back America?" Lynch Cully has
found that recovering his memory might be the easy part of "coming back from the
dead." His job is gone. His “love life” is on the rocks. He’s anxious to leave the
hospital and get on with life, particularly when he hears the 9-1-1 Code 1000
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call—all available units respond—to a shooting at a private Christian school.
Automatic gunfire reported. Bradley Graham, the keynote speaker at the American
Patriot Conservative Caucus, has sent a shock-wave through the political "circus"
in this country. The announcement of a new political party, the American Party,
with a record number of both grass roots membership and fund raising. The
mainstream political world takes notice . . . and tattoos a target on his forehead.
Has God turned His back on America? Can the American Party begin to re-chart the
course of society back toward our God-given rights that so many Americans have
fought and died to preserve? Perhaps more than a few guardian angels are
working overtime. Great thrillers? Bodies-yes. Plot twists-yes. Reading past your
bedtime-yes. See why so many readers have discovered the MedAir Series.
Download MedAir Series Books 1-3 now, but be forewarned: it won't cure your
insomnia.

Girl Culture: Girl culture A to Z
South Carolin
Discusses such topics as pregnancy, male and female physiology, promiscuity, and
contraception.

Defined - Teen Guys Bible Study Book
Presents a guide to fashion for teens, with tips on color coordination, make-up,
selecting clothes, and accessories

Comfort
Radiant
The Reality of Research with Children and Young People illustrates the process of
carrying out research through thirteen `research stories.' Each story includes a
piece of published research accompanied by a commentary from the author of the
research explaining the origins of the research; how research questions were
formed; factors influencing the choice of methodology and data collection
techniques; problems that arose and how these were dealt with; and personal
reflections on the project.

Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature
The Monthly Abstract of Medical Science
The Medical Times
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Jane Jones: Worst. Vampire. Ever.
Medical Times
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